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1 Introduction
1.1 Introducing HeartBeat
The HeartBeat solution is a unique mobile application which connects with external oximeter devices and
analyzes their optical sensor signals. The HeartBeat application can show – in real-time – hemodynamic
parameters of the patient using the oximeter.
The shown parameters are:
 Heart Rate (Beat/min)
 Continuous Blood Pressure (Sys/Dia)
 Cardiac Output (L/min)
 SVR (Systemic Vascular Resistance)
 Cardiac Index
 Stroke Volume (ml/beat)
 Stroke Volume Variability (%)– not active in this version
This manual provides the information on configuring and using the HeartBeat application.

The HeartBeat application supports the following Oximeter devices:
 CMS50F Pulse Oximeter (with Bluetooth) or CMS50FW

 CMS50E Pulse Oximeter
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1.2 Terms
In order to understand this manual, there are terms that need clarification. The following table describes the
terms and their meaning:

The location of the buttons and functionality may vary between different manufacturers and software versions.
Term

Description (Hardware and Software versions)

“Home button”

This is the main button of the Mobile device

“Menu button”

Means the button that is on the left side of the home button

“Back button”

Means the button that is on the right side of the home button
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2 Getting Started
There are several steps that need to be taken both on the application and the oximeter before we can start
obtaining information from the oximeter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Activate Bluetooth on the oximeter device and on the mobile device
Pair the oximeter with the Mobile device
Install the HeartBeat software on the Mobile device
Configure the application settings

2.1 Activating Bluetooth on the oximeter and the mobile device
Please refer to the device’s manual

2.2 Pairing the oximeter with the mobile device
Follow these steps:
1. Once Bluetooth is enabled on both, go to the Bluetooth settings on the mobile device (the location of
the Bluetooth menu may vary between devices)

Figure 1: Bluetooth Settings
2. You should be able to see the oximeter device (listed as SpO2)
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Figure 2: Bluetooth Devices
If the device is not listed, touch the Scan for devices button. If the device is still not identified, make
sure that step 1 and 2 are ok and that the oximeter is close to the mobile device and try again.
3. Select SpO2 to pair with the device.
You will be requested to enter a PIN number.
For both supported devices: CMS50E and CMS50F, the PIN number is: 7762
If successful, the devices will be paired

Figure 3: Paired Devices
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2.3 Installing the HeartBeat application on mobile devices
2.3.1 System requirements
The application supports Android based mobile device version:


2.X



4.X

2.3.2 Installing the HeartBeat application
The latest version of HeartBeat can be obtained through Google Play or through Email

If installing through Email, please follow these steps:
In order to install the application you will need to allow installation of applications from unknown sources.
Allowing this can be done through the device or applications menus (depending on the mobile device)
1.

On the mobile device, open the mail message you received that includes the file attachment SecondBeat.apk.
Click the Install button to install the application:

Figure 4: Starting installation
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2.

Click the Package Installer option

Figure 5: Package Installer
3.

Click the install button

Figure 6: Install
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4.

Once finished, click Open to open the application now or Done if you wish to open the application later.

Figure 7: Application Installed

2.4 Configure application settings
Configuring the application is done only once. There is NO need to configure the settings before each use.
Once installed, open the application.

Figure 8: Opening Application
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When opened the following screen will show (appearance may very between mobile devices):

Figure 9: Opening Screen
Press the Menu Button* and select Settings
* Please refer to the Terms (page 5)

Figure 10: Touch Settings
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Set the User Characteristics as they apply to you.

Figure 11: Settings


Gender – Choose male or female



Age – Type your age



Height (cm) – type your height in centimeters



Weight (kg) – type your weight in KG



Blood Pressure – If you know your blood pressure, type it in (Sys/Dia).

When done, touch the Back Button [Please refer to the Terms (page 5)]

The settings for Display Values will be discussed later in the manual.
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3 Working with HeartBeat
Once paired, the data from the oximeter will be sent to the application and will be displayed together with the
hemodynamic parameters of the user.
This chapter covers the following:
1. Connecting the oximeter to the application
2. How to view the data on the screen
3. How to customize the data displayed on the screen
4. Creating log files
5. Viewing log files from recorded sessions
6. Sending raw data from the Mobile device

3.1 Connecting the oximeter to the application
After completing the steps in the installation and configuration section, you are ready to connect the oximeter to the
application. Follow these steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Turn on the oximeter and activate the Bluetooth (please refer to the oximeter’s manual)
Attach the oximeter to the finger and wait a few Hearts for a stable signal
Make sure the Bluetooth on the mobile device is activated
Launch the application and wait a few seconds (by touching the HeartBeat icon)
The signal should appear on the screen

Make sure you connect to the oximeter BEFORE you launch the application.

Figure 12: Application up and running
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3.2 Running a Session
While the session is running, make sure the oximeter is stable. Try to keep movement to the minimum.
Interference of the signal may result in inaccurate values. When the signal isn’t good enough, the displayed
PPG wave will turn from green to yellow. When that happens, try to reposition the finger until the wave is
green again. The computed values will begin to display about 20-30 seconds after the session is started.

3.3 Viewing Data
By default, the following parameters can be viewed:
1. Visual Icons that display the different values (marked red in the screenshot below. The color of the
icons changes if the values are too high (to red) or low (to Blue)
2. PhotoPlethismoGraphic (PPG) signal (marked blue in the screenshot below). If the measured signal isn’t
strong enough, it will turn in to yellow.
3. Record Button – allows you to reord the session for later use and analisys (marked green in the
screenshot below).
4. Personal Information Icon – not active in this version (marked yellow in the screenshot below).

Figure 13: Viewing Data
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4 Working with log files
This section discusses how to work with the log files. The log files are generated by clicking the “Rec” icon
during the session and are saves in the heartbeat directory in the mobile device.
The log files are in CSV format and can also be viewed by Excel.

Figure 14: Recording logs
Stopping the recording is done by clicking the same icon again or by closing the application
There are three options to work with the log file:
1. Replay the session on the mobile device
2. Send them by email to external recipients
3. Create and view two type of charts:
a. Timeline Chart
b. Cardiac Report

4.1 Replaying log files
Once a session is complete, it is possible to replay the session. In order to replay a session, follow these steps:
1. Menu Button > Replay Log
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Figure 15: Replay Log
2. From the existing list, choose the file you would like to replay

Figure 16: Choose log File
3. The session within the log file will be displayed as an ongoing session in the application

4.2 Sending log files from the mobile device
Past log files and live session information can be sent to external recipients. In order to enable sending log files,
follow these steps:
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1. Menu Button > Settings
2. Scroll down to Log File section and touch Email Address To Send

Figure 17: Email Address To Send To
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Enable Log file
Enter an Email that will receive the files. When done touch the Back Button and exit
In order to send a log file, upload the required file (follow the steps in section 4.1)
In order to send a live session, start a session (follow the steps in section 3.1)
While the log file or session are running, touch the Menu button and then Send Log File

Figure 18: Send Log File

You will not be able to send a log file if you haven’t uploaded a file or while recording a live session.
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8. Choose the method in which to send the file

We recommend using the email (or Gmail)
9. You can add recipients to body text to the mail and send it

Figure 19: Sending by mail

4.3 Working with Charts
The HeartBeat application generates two types of charts:
a. Timeline Chart
b. Cardiac Report
In order to generate a chart, go to the view log menu:
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Figure 20: View Log
Choose the chart you wish to view.

Figure 21: Choose Chart type
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Depending on the size of the log, it may take several minutes to generate the chart

Figure 22: Timeline chart
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